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Beaded Tetra Hexaflexagon;  Peyote stitch with Delicas

Step 1.  Make a paper model to understand how it's constructed and
how it works.
I like Aunt Annie's site.  The site has printable models for Tri-
hexaflexagons and Hexa-hexaflexagons also.  While You're there, check
out the link for the hexagonal gift box...what a  cool way to present this
model!
http://www.auntannie.com/Geometric/Flexagon/#fold

I'd print the color pattern for the tetra-hexaflexagon, cut, glue and fold the model.  Cycle it and mark 
the centers if you are planing a directional design.  (I'll work on a graph, later)
http://www.auntannie.com/Geometric/Flexagon/TetraHexaFlexagonClr.pdf
Disassemble the model or print a second.  You will need a flat pattern for laying out your pieces.

The beaded version uses 24 triangles, stitched back to back to form 12 double-sided triangles which 
correspond to the double-sided paper paper pattern.  Bulk is the limiting factor, so I edged each double 
sided, triangle with single layer of  peyote.

Step 2:  Stitch those 24 triangles.  There 4 designs (4 faces), 6 triangles for each design.

Step 3.  Lay out the triangles to match
the paper pattern.  Each front needs to
match up with a specific back and the
combination changes.  I repeat this caution
throughout this tutorial because it truly is
the most critical step to having all the
faces match up. 

The last triangle is a combination of the two glue tabs (green and
blue) of the paper pattern. 

Step 4.  Stitch each front triangle to its back.  To do this, add one more round (the seaming round) to 
one triangle of the pair.  Hold the two back to back and zip the three sides together.  I can't stress 
enough to double check your pattern before each zip to make sure the front and back match the pairing 
on the paper pattern.

http://www.auntannie.com/Geometric/Flexagon/#fold
http://www.auntannie.com/Geometric/Flexagon/TetraHexaFlexagonClr.pdf
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Step 5.  Add the edging.  Add a round of “stitch in the ditch” beads between the two triangle layers.  
This round is the foundation for the next several rounds of peyote.  This single layer frame of peyote 
does two things.  It reduces bulk for folding and it also hides the lower layers of triangles while cycling
the finished piece.  Don't be stingy here, bead 6 rounds, or so.  If the frame is too narrow the lower 
layer will peek out when the piece is turned.

Note. Keeping your first couple rounds of  peyote, in the frame, nice
and snug will keep the sides straighter and the corners more tidy than
mine, here.  Thread choice makes a difference too.  This triangle was
stitched with a nylon thread which makes tension particularly critical. 
Fireline, which has no stretch, may be a better choice.

Step 6.  Hinge or seam the framed pieces together to
match the paper pattern.  Double check your
combination with the paper pattern before each seam.   

To hinge (or seam) you will be adding another row of
beads

I used fireline for the hinges.

To begin, secure the pair of up-beads at the beginning of
the seam with a square stitch.  Start the seam with the
first up-beads that are not part of the corner.  Do not
stitch the corners together. 
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After exiting the up-bead on the
right side of seam, pick up a hinge
bead and stitch down diagonally to
the left  exiting through the next up-
bead on the left side of seam.  

If you exit on the left, after your
square stitch, your diagonal hinge
stitch will exit on the right.

After exiting downward from the left-hand up-bead, execute an “X” stitch by needling up through the 
up-bead directly to the right, passing the needle through the hinge bead and continuing in an upward, 
diagonal direction to the left.  Exit the upper left up-bead.
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After exiting the upper left bead, make one more
pass.  Enter the upper right bead from the top.
Needle down through hinge bead and continue in
a downward diagonal to the left.  Exit through the
lower left bead of this set.

Now you're in position to pick up the next hinge
bead.

Pick up the next hinge bead and needle down in a rightward diagonal.  Exit the next, right-hand up-
bead.  Make another X stitch by needling up through the matching up-bead, directly to the left, passing 
through the hinge bead and continuing upward and to the right.  Exit the upper right bead of this set.

Make one more pass.  Looping from right to left, enter
the top of the matching left bead of this set.  Pass
downward and to the right through the hinge bead ,
exiting through the lower right-hand bead.

You are now in position to add another hinge bead and
repeat the X stitch.  

I stitched each hinge bead in this way, using an X and a
half.  It looks like  a lot of passes, but it reinforces the
hinges pretty well.  Continue to the end of the seam.
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When you reach the last pair of up-beads, before the corner, secure the final pair together with a square 
stitch or two and finish off.

Step 7.  Fold the flexagon.  Using the paper model to illustrate how to fold the beaded model, the folds
are all from the right, creasing forward and overlapping.   The last (green) triangle,  either to the far left
or the far right, depending upon which end you stitched it, slips under the first (yellow).
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Step 8. Seam the last triangle into place.  Connect the top right-hand triangle layer to the bottom left-
hand triangle layer.  Each of the 6 triangles of the face should overlap in this serpentine way..

To cycle. Squeeze together into a Y-shape and peel outward.


